Collegium of Judiciary in the country should suggest collective action to ensure transparency in transfer of judges.

Recent controversy: Recently transfer of chief justice from Madras High Court has sparked issues over the state of Tamil Nadu and protest among various lawyers of high court and bar council which has spread slowly into awakening recall and explanation demand.

Defense: Art. 222 of the constitution speaks about transfer of judges from high courts within states in India which is done by the President on advice of chief Justice of India. But various groups, individuals and organizations doubt the arbitrariness in the collegium.
Issues in the process: In many recent cases in which judges take the business of hearing cases against the government, the citizens and other respondents of the case deals that Judges are being targeted. Regarding cases against the state and they demand a transparency in the transfer system. Ex. In the recent examples where suggestions to transfer were permitted on the date of separation but they were likely informed and were notified very late.

Reformations in the system: (1) Judges works for the right of the citizens and transfer of these Judges may affect their rights to justice. Also, Reformations can be brought in. Notified Publication for transfer of Judges in the panel. Also to the bar council and also to the respondents and claimants who were being addressed by those Judges. Plea Against transfer of Judges should be addressed by a committee and specific reasons for stay as well as transfer of Judges should be transparently mentioned in order to avoid arbitrary and in transparent method. Opinions of Chief Justice of India and President must be verified by the collegium consisting of executive and judiciary panel in order to bring in suggestive reformations.